
May 13th 2015 

Rec Directors Report 
1. Water repairs were completed to all the bathrooms and showers from the water break. I’m 

going through the plumber’s bill to get actual cost of repairs due to water line break. Some 
items were already broken and not a result of water line break. Will share with borough 
manager to give to Ray Palmer construction for payment. 

2. Concrete is being poured next week for splash pad. The delay was caused by the coloring 
vendor. It was a 3 week ordering window. Contractor has promised to be completed before June 
1st. Fencing estimates have been received and work on fence around splash pad can start after 
concrete and all machinery work is complete. 

3. Will give update on water line. There was disagreements on what size line was to be installed. 2 
inch lines will be installed but at a higher cost than originally planned. Figuring out the cost and 
timing has been handled. Will check with borough manager before meeting to pinpoint start 
time. 

4. Softball uniforms came in for all levels. They look good and were handed to respective teams. 
Boro park field was completed and looks great. All the coaches like the new clay and lining of 
the field. 

5. Pool was emptied April 30th. Power washing has been completed. Waiting on contractor for 
much needed permanent repairs. Highly recommend Recreation buy and install a safety pool 
cover for main pool and little baby pool. The leaves and dead carcasses are causing a lot of 
damage to the paint and actual flooring and walls. Spent 3 days just getting leaves out and 
another day unclogging gutter return to pit. Had to get a plumber to clear pipe. Found metal 
plates, lots off goggles, water bottles and much more. Actual dirt came out of the pipe. Plumber 
seems to think it hasn’t been properly cleaned in a long time. Floor painting to start Tuesday and 
continue once paint order is received. Contractor will start next week. Waiting on estimate that 
should be here Monday. Kiddie pool is complete and filled. Working with RJR Engineering with 
the sand filter system.  A plug is missing for the filter and is needed to continue to run system. 
Meeting Monday morning with him to look at what is needed to fix it. Both pools will be 
certified and ready for June 1st if not earlier. 

6. Interviewing 2 people for the second seasonal laborer job next week. Pool hires are done and 
looking for a few more lifeguards. With the splash pad we will have a roving lifeguard for the 
kiddie pool/splash pad area. 

7. All fields and park has been fertilized and will get a weed treatment Tuesday. All fields look 
great. 

8. Setting up a time with borough manager to put up repaired basketball hoop. DPW will be doing 
this for us. 

9. Mulch will hopefully be delivered to the playgrounds this week. Had to use another vendor. The 
original vendor was delivering in tractor trailer. We couldn’t accommodate a tractor trailer load 
as the grade of the hill would put truck in jeopardy of tipping. 

10. Vending machines have been installed. Parents and kids were using them the first day they were 
installed. We will be receiving 15% of all sales on a monthly basis. 

11. New lawn mower was delivered to Steinhardt. It’s working better than expected. 



12. Kids Zumba had a great first night. Kids had a blast. We had 17 sign up and more are expected to 
sign up late according to Carly. Adult Zumba has 14 but walk-ins are welcome. 

13. Field netting had to go out to bid. Bidding process starts Monday. State contractor price was 
double from original quotes. Will update progress as bidding process is done. It will be out to bid 
for 10 days. Working closely with borough manager to get this completed on time for men’s 
softball. 

14. All new soap dispensers are being installed in the bathrooms. We can order refills cheaper this 
way and avoid trips to Costco. I’m trying to have all supplies delivered instead of wasting hours 
traveling to Costco. This will save us mileage reimbursement and labor hours being wasted on 
driving.  
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